GUIDE TO READING

Unit Diaries
Service records can only give you a limited amount of information. For
example, they rarely tell you exactly where someone was wounded or
killed and don’t really give you any idea of what they actually did. This is
where the unit diaries are important.
Unit diaries kept track of the daily activities of headquarters, formations
and units and casualty lists. The appendices at the end of the diary may
also include orders, reports, intelligence, photos, maps and sketches,
but they are not always easy sources to read.

This guide will help you to understand Australian unit diaries from
World Wars One and Two. It contains:
I.

Finding what you need

II.

Understanding casualty Lists

III.

Reading handwriting

IV.

Looking for keywords

V.

Where to go for more help
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READING AIF SERVICE RECORDS

Finding What you Need
Official unit diaries may contain a lot of information. There is a simple way of finding what you want
quickly without having to read every single page from beginning to end.

Look for dates
This is the key to finding out the extra information that does not appear in the individual’s service record.
Look for specific dates on which your individual was wounded/killed.
Use the unit diaries to fill in “gaps” in the service record. For example, if your serviceperson was with the
2nd/10th Australian Infantry Battalion during World War Two in April 1941, he was probably involved in
the siege of Tobruk, which lasted from 10 April to 25 October. Read what the unit was doing in its diary at
that time. This will give you a better idea of what your serviceperson experienced.
Remember it wasn’t all about firing machine guns and being hit by artillery shells. The unit diary gives you
a great idea of the overall experience of service.

1. Look for dates

The unit diaries
provide clear
descriptions of the
nature of warfare
and the situations
soldiers
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READING AIF SERVICE RECORDS

Understanding Casualty Lists
As well as recording what happened in and to the unit on a daily basis, unit diaries contain the casualty
lists. This is the number of service personnel sick, wounded, or killed according to their status;
commissioned officers, non-commissioned officers and “other ranks”, ie. everyone else.

For frontline units such as infantry and artillery, these lists were incredibly important for commanding
officers, as they needed to know the “strength of the regiment”, ie. how many men they would have for
future actions.

Commissioned officers, such as
Lieutenants and Majors were often
listed by name.
Non-commissioned officers (NCOs)
such as Corporals and Sergeants, and
other ranks (ORs), eg. Privates, were
often just numbered.
For example, from the fighting in
Monash Valley at the beginning of the
August Offensive on the Gallipoli
Peninsula in 1915, the 2nd Australian
Light Horse Regiment had 1 Major and
2 Lieutenants, 1 non-commissioned
officer and 13 other ranks killed,

Killed

Wounded

Majors

1

0

Lieutenants

2

1

Non-commissioned
officers

1

9

Other Ranks

13

27

Casualty lists were
not just for
killed and
wounded men. The
fighting strength of
units could be just
as badly affected by
illness.
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READING UNIT DIARIES

READING HANDWRITING
This can be the trickiest part of reading World War One unit diaries (the World War Two unit
diaries are often typed), but don’t let it stop you from understanding these documents. Think
of it as a puzzle; follow the steps below, stick with it and you will get there.
1.

Think of it like a coded message and start by finding words that you can read easily.

2.

Use the letters in these words to start to read other words. You can even create an
alphabet (by hand or with the computer).

=c

=h

=t

=r

=M

=p

=I

=s

Route March—Full Marching Order
Inspection & Gas drill. Firing practice

3.

Some letters can look similar, eg. “r” and “n”, so look at the surrounding letters and think
logically. “M a n c h” doesn’t make sense, but “M a r c h” does.

4.

Remember that joining letters together might make them look like something different.
Eg. “in” might look like an “m”.

5.

Show the word to someone else, without telling them what you think the word is.

Tried all of the above and still stuck? The RSL Virtual War Memorial team is here to help. Turn
to page 6, to find out how to get in touch with us.
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READING AIF SERVICE RECORDS

LOOKING FOR KEYWORDS
Although it is great to be able to read every word in a unit diary, sometimes even professional
historians find this difficult. You can get around this by looking for important keywords that will
help you to discover and tell the story of your service person. The following list includes some of
the keywords should help you to understand the soldier’s experiences from the unit diary.
1.

Casualty - this is usually associated with a list of the number of personnel who have killed,
wounded or hospitalised due to illness.

2.

Attack - this could refer to an action by the Australians or by the enemy.

3.

Engaged/contacted - when the Australian forces fight with or are attacked by enemy forces

4.

Patrol - when a group go out to scout or survey territory for signs of enemy. This will show
up often in unit diaries for World War Two where Australians were fighting in environments
like jungles.

5.

Enemy - this is an obvious one, but very important for understanding both attacks, and the
preparations that troops would make.
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